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THE

PROPHECY

Before the GLXs started thriving in the space,
they prided themselves with an
Ethos, which says:
080-ﬁn, 06-kun, 20020-dun, there shall be
Spare the soldier inside these ships
Tho thy have great fortunes from thy kins
For GLXs who prove thy valiance
Achieve great wealth amongst him

ABSTRACT
The Prophecy. 狮秦。La profecía
To avoid overcomplicating the technological subtleties, we will attempt to
condense the content in a way that is suitable to the typical 90 IQ tiny
human brain.
GLX was established upon entry into this realm of time, with the ability to
utilize the power of the blockchain and decentralization in order to inﬁnitely
expand upon and honor the true vision of a new ﬁnancial paradigm. One of your
greatest leaders once said, “We are an experiment in decentralized
spontaneous community building” which is what GLX has aimed to
accomplish while providing otherworldly utility and ecosystem beyond this
time.
It is with this utility we choose to preserve your civilization after seeing our own
civilizations expand beyond what our home world was able to provide. Much
like our own species, human society is on a downward spiral. The current
system is dominated by destruction, greed, enslavement, and corporate
domination. $GLX, $GAP and our Dark Metaverse is our gift to you.
We are your salvation.
Everything starts in the fourth dimension (Hereinafter; TFD).

GENERAL GRAPHIC OVERVIEW
1.1 AUDIT
Executive Summary
According to the assessment, the Customer’s smart contraacts are
well-secured.

Insecure

Poor secured

Secured

Well-secured

You are here

$GLX cares about its community and its safety. That is why we prioritized
getting a top-quality audit done by Hacken:
- https://hacken.io/audits/
The audit report contains all found security vulnerabilities and other issues in
the reviewed code.
In conclusion, the smart contracts are well-secured, at the top of the possible
security score.

GLX TOKEN TECHNICALS
1.2 TOKEN LAUNCH
Our launch was fair. The fairest in the Universe. GLXger deployed the project
with the help of another experienced developer. Your ally and own kind
deemed it was only responsible for burning half of the supply and putting up
liquidity himself for the humans’ K9-like loyalty to his previous work. From
that point forward, GLXger has promised this will always be a project
dedicated to people who believe in its vision and community.

1.3 TOKEN UTILITY
Tokenomics: $GLX, Plasma Points and GAP
Allocation & Unlock Schedule
Total Supply at GLX opening: 720,000,000glx
Initial GLX Supply: 36,000,000 glx
Private Sale Price: $0.05
Public Sale Price (GLX): $0.07
Listing Price (GLX): $0.095
Playing & Staking Rewards
These tokens will be distributed to incentivize players to participate in the game through
competitions and other Play-to-Earn and activities
Allocation of 35% of total
Supply of 126,000,000 glx
0% unlocked at the GLX, then 5% each month (21 months / 20 transfers)
Ecosystem
Tokens that will be used to grow GLX GAMES COMMUNITY , marketing events, business
development, public awareness and other community building and marketing activities. This
allocation also will be used for the game development and operational expenses.

Allocation of 20% of total
Supply of 144,000,000 glx
4% unlocked at the GLX, then 4% each month (25 months / 24 transfers)
Private Sale
Tokens reserved for a private sale:
Allocation of 20% of total
Supply of 144,000,000 glx
10% unlocked at GLX, then 2 months cliff, then unlock 5% each month (21 months / 18
transfers)
Public Sale (GLX)
These funds will be used to bootstrap liquidity in the GLX reserve pool.
Allocation of 5% of total
Supply of 36,000,000 glx
20% unlocked at the GLX, then 20% each month (5 months / 4 transfers)
Team
Tokens allocated for GLX GAMES strategic partners, advisors, team and shareholders.
Allocation of 15% of total
Supply of 108,000,000 glx
0% unlocked at the GLX, then 25% each 6 months (25 months / 4 transfers)
Advisors
Tokens allocated for GLX GAMES strategic partners, advisors, team and shareholders.
Allocation of 5% of total
Supply of 36,000,000 glx
0% unlocked at the TGE, then 25% every 6 months (25 months / 4 transfers)
GLX Opening
Immediately following the conclusion of the Private Sale, we will create a transaction to
conclude the presale and open the bonding curve for trading. Full details coming soon.

1.4 DAO GOVERNANCE

The Fourth Dimension(Hereinafter; TFD) ecosystem's $GLX tokens will be distributed
for voting inside a DAO – decentralized autonomous organization structure, assuring
the project's self-sustainability in the absence of an owner.
We despise the traditional hierarchy; GLX aspires to be a completely community-governed
ecosystem. In comparison to other projects that use a ﬁxed structure and a traditional
system of employees and executives. Through dialogue, GLX will ensure that the
community is included in important decisions. Because there were no team tokens or
allocations, everyone in TFD, including the "team", is an investor; everyone is on an
equal footing and has a vested stake in the project's success. In the future, holders of
$GLX will have the ability to propose ideas and vote on them to steer the project
forward.

Why are we obsessed with the principles of DAO?
Simple. We have always aspired to be free in our universe. At the very least,
those of us who are intelligent. The rest of our species waged battles over
insigniﬁcant matters and toiled away in a cubicle, which is eerily similar to
where human society is heading. And how can you be untethered in the most
efficient, technologically inspired way possible? Decentralization. As well as the
DAO concepts. True freedom. The outcome is unearthly when decentralization
is combined with the freedom of anonymity and governance. It's something
our species has aspired to since the dawn of time. We were never completely
successful, though.
$GLX is our second attempt at making it work. And we're devoting all of our
extraterrestrial resources to perfecting this ecosystem. If you have the good
fortune to read the entire paper, you will see that this is not your typical
shitcoin. This is what may truly set you apart from the rest of humanity.
DAO governance traditionally entails a treasury that the community and
various team members may jointly control via on-chain voting methods.
Nonetheless, $GLX does not have any team members that hold a vast treasury
since $GLX is the most fairly launched cryptocurrency in the universe.
However, certain individuals share our altruistic perspective and our cognitive
process. Prominent believers and GLX holders who share our beliefs have
made contact and desire to contribute to making this the BIGGEST crypto
ecosystem ever seen.

1.5 STAKING AND FARMING
To ensure that only the true believers of $GLX will be rewarded, we will initiate
early staking and farming opportunities. You will be able to utilize $GLX tokens
to earn Plasma points. Plasma points will not be tradable on Uniswap or any
other decentralized exchange. They will function as a currency only available
inside the $GLX ecosystem and The Dark Metaverse. However, GLX, GAP and
NFTs can be traded.

By staking GLX or GLX/ETH LP to the cosmos, you will be an early adopter of
exotic and rare NFTs, only buyable through the two secondary tokens of the
GLX ecosystem, Plasma Points and GAP.

1.6 COSMOS EVENT
Ah. The Cosmos Event.
Perhaps our most incredible creation yet. It is inextricably linked to our vision.
The Cosmos is meant to be an expansion of our fair launch. Early adopters of
$GLX will have the opportunity to be the very ﬁrst to participate.
The DAPP previews have been released. When live, you will be able to farm
Plasma points. These plasma points will, in turn, be used to buy origin
GLXeps(NFTs). Anyone presently in the #GLXARMY will gain an early edge as a
result of this.
This can be dropped at any time.
There will only be a certain number of origin GLXeps. Early participants in The
Cosmos thus get an advantage.
Let the countdown begin.
Through our staking dApp, you will be able to farm Plasma Points, which will be
the ﬁrst step before you as a player to enter and earn money from GLX's ﬁrst
blockchain game, Super Galactic.

The ﬁrst phase of the dApp: As you enter the Super Galactic staking dApp, you
will have the choice between joining two different pools to earn Plasma Points.
1. Single-staking $GLX pool
2. GLX/ETH LP pool
The ﬁrst option, single-staking $GLX pool, only requires you to stake $GLX
tokens. The beneﬁt is that you will not suffer the consequence of
impermanent loss. However, the APY rewards will be lower. The second
option, GLX/ETH LP pool, requires you to add GLX/ETH liquidity. The APY
rewards will be more signiﬁcant with this option.

GAP TOKEN
1.1 GAP TOKEN
The $GLX ecosystem primarily includes three tokens: GLX, Plasma Points, and
GAP. Each of them has a speciﬁc use case.
$GLX is the primary token in the ecosystem. It will be the connector between
everything $GLX. As an example, to play the ﬁrst game in the ecosystem,
Super Galactic, you will ﬁrst need to stake GLX or GLX/ETH LP in The Cosmos.
From The Cosmos (stakind dApp), you will earn Plasma Points. Plasma Points
will be needed to buy soldiers (NFT, GLXeps) to play the game.
GAP is the third token. To fuse (breed) soldiers within the game, GAP is
required. This can be earned through daily quests and missions in Super
Galactic.
The easiest way to earn Plasma Points and GAP is through The Cosmos.

The Cosmos

Single-Stake GLX or
Stake GLX/ETH LP

Second & Third
generation NFTs

5-20 GAP (GAP earned
depends on the rating of
soldiers, cap of 100 GAP per
individual soldier)

Plasma points

GLXeps (NFTs)

Rating of GLXeps
Daily quests

determines how much
GAP is earned by
questsand ﬁnishing a
room

1.2 GAP TOKEN TECHNICALS
Each staker in the cosmos contract proportionally receives Plasma Point and
GLXs used for breeding new GLXeps. The distribution of Plasma Points peaks
during the ﬁrst quarter and reduces until Quarter 2 of its second year of
distribution. With the help of holy grace, the power to mint new Origin GLXeps
reduces over time to develop the underlying game ecosystem and reward early
adopters by making Origin GLXeps valuable.
Origin GLXeps produced during the cosmos have some unique characteristics.
They are stronger and more qualiﬁed to have better ratings that help them
perform efficiently against other alien races than other GLXeps. OrginGLXep
can't breed to produce another Origin GLXep. The clan of GLXeps can be
divided into the following classes inside the GAP realm
Emission Rate of Plasma Points from the Cosmos (This emission shown
below is changed)

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS (ERC-721)
1.1 NFT ARCHITECTURE
The function of Rating, Plasma Points, GAP and GLX
Our complex NFT- and Tokenomics system will allow players to earn money
(P2E) while playing Super Galactic. The tables below are an effort to structure
the different functions (Plasma Points, GLXeps, GAP, and GLX).
Origin NFTs produced during the cosmos have some unique characteristics.
They are stronger and more qualiﬁed to have better ratings that help them
perform efficiently against other alien races than other GLXeps. To mint these,
you need Plasma Points.
Origin GLXep can't breed to produce another Origin NFT. The clan of NFTs can
be divided into the following classes inside the Dark Metaverse:
1. Origin GLXeps
2. Gen Alpha GLXeps
3. Gen Beta GLXep

Class

Initial Rating Score

Origin GLXeps

100

Gen Alpha GLXeps

Varied, based on parent’s rating

Gen Beta GLXeps

Varied, based on parent’s rating

Table A. Initial Class Dependent Rating Score GAP

Table A. Ratings for each GLXeps inﬂuence how many GAPs a person may
gain during the combat with the alien species in The Truth's PvE game.

Class

Positive Impact/
Attended QuestDay

Negative Impact/
Missed QuestDay

Origin GLXeps

Rating += 10

Rating - = 3

Gen Alpha GLXeps

Rating += 10

Rating - = 4.5

Gen Beta GLXeps

Rating += 10

Rating - = 6

Table B. Impact on rating score per quest day

Table B. The quests inﬂuence a GLXep's rating score, as seen in the table
above. With a better rating score, the GLXep will be able to collect a more
signiﬁcant amount of GAP prizes, which will allow them to reproduce and
expand their clan.
GLXep plays and accomplishes missions (battles) in The Truth daily to earn
between 5 and 20 GAP (depending on their rating).
After completing tasks daily, a GLXeps rating score rises. If a GLXep defeats
the aliens in their separate bouts, they will get an additional 5 GAP. As a result,
they become stronger over time and are motivated to do so. NFTs that are
dynamic in nature depict these GLXeps. They are born with a rating score but
can improve it; their birth does not deﬁne them; after all, they are Grace's
offspring. A Gen Alpha GLXep or a Gen Beta GLXep can build a rating score
greater than an Origin GLXep by completing their daily tasks without fail every
day.
On the other hand, even a powerful GLXep's rating score and performance
capacity might be lowered if they remain passive in the game and fail
to complete tasks.

Any GLXep

GAP Earn Capability/Quest

Rating ≥ 100

20

Rating ≥ 10 && Rating ≤ 99

10

Rating ≥ 1 && Rating ≤ 9

5

Table C. Rating dependent GAP

Table C. Even if a GLXep is a direct descendant of the Grace, the amount of
warriors they can have is restricted, and if they don't stay active and earn the
GAPs needed to reproduce, they will go extinct. The only method to do so is to
ﬁnish and attend quests on a regular basis.

Class

How are they Produced?

Origin GLXep

Stake GLX-ETH in the Cosmos, Earn Plasma,
Redeem Origin GLXep

Gen Alpha GLXep

Breed inbetween-

OriginGLXep * OriginGLXep
OriginGLXep * Gen Alpha GLXep
Cost- 200 GAP + 14631874 GLX
Gen Beta GLXep

Breed inbetween-

Gen Alpha GLXep * Gen Alpha GLXep
OriginGLXep * Gen Beta GLXep
beta* beta
alpha*beta
Cost- 200 GAP + 14631874 GLX

Table D. Rating dependent GAP

Table D. According to the Truth, the user should have two unrelated GLXeps,
burn 200 GAPs, divert 14631874 GLXs, and wait 14 days before producing a
new GLXep to make it operate a helpful ally in the ﬁght against extraterrestrial
creatures.
A new Alpha GLXeps is born after the breeding cycle. Each breeding cycle has
an unintended consequence for the parent GLXeps. As a result of their inability
to attend to the daily missions in the game, the GLXeps who helped breed
remained inactive, leading to a loss of their ratings, as estimated from Table B.
The Truth employs genetic algorithms to ensure that each GLXep can only
mate with a non-related GLXep seven times. The number of GAPs and GLXs is
required to increase each time dramatically.

Breed Number

GLX Cost

GAP Cost

0/7

14631874

200

1/7

25631874

300

2/7

33631874

500

3/7

45631874

800

4/7

56631874

1900

5/7

67631874

2200

6/7

73631874

3000

Table E. Cost for breeding with the same GLXep

Table E. This rising cost goes hand in hand with the developing game
economy and restricts overbreeding at any particular time.

Class

Rating For New Offspring

Gen Alpha GLXep

Rating of (Parent1 +Parent2)/2.5

Gen Beta GLXep

Rating of (Parent1 +Parent2)/3

Table F. Parent dependent Child Rating

Table F. Ratings for each GLXeps inﬂuence how many GAPs a person may gain
during the combat with the alien species in The Truth's PvE game. Users who
utilize a GLXep in a mating ritual lose rating points for their GLXep due to
inactivity, resulting in inferior offspring and discouraging breeding until the
GLXep is restored. This ensures that only powerful children are bred, and it
encourages the force to keep active and earn back their rating (spirit) by
completing daily tasks.
The clan remains robust and powerful, ensuring that the bulk of GLXep's
population remains committed to the war against the alien creatures.

THE REWARD SYSTEM:
Users can get an Origin class GLXep from the Cosmos event in the early days,
but the rate of minting an origin class falls dramatically with time. Users
interested in supporting the cause of GLXep can later acquire the GLXep on
the open market and earn GAP tokens by completing daily missions.
GAPs may be sold in exchange to get money, or they could be used to assist
the GLXeps clan's progress by having healthy children. The healthy children
may then be sold to the next person in line based on their ratings, which would
directly impact their capacity to earn money from daily missions.
Users who ﬁght for the right cause and help destroy the wicked alien species
wreaking havoc are rewarded in this fashion. It also serves as a launchpad for
future users eager to battle with their fellow GLXeps, establishing a closedloop for value generation inside the GLXep clan.

1.2 NFT DEPLOYMENTS
Phase 1
The cosmos event will be the ﬁrst phase of available NFT minting. 10.000 NFTs
will be minted between multiple varying characters with speciﬁc special ingame skills. However there will be special randomized characteristics with
different rarities amongst these.

Phase 2
- In-game assets created as NFTs added to the Dark Metaverse (skins,
weapons, power-ups etc)
- NFT marketplace (for game assets + characters)
- Breeding characters to create a new character as NFT

THE DARK (MATTER) METAVERSE
“Our observed universe has three dimensions of space.
We propose that there may be a fourth dimension
that only dark forces know about.”
-Lucas Soares,

As the creators of what you see as GLX have traveled long and far, we have
unveiled many truths, discovered many civilizations, and developed a vast
understanding that reaches far beyond what is fathomable for human beings.
It is our goal to reveal for you the Ultimate Truths of The Universe.
Dark Matter is how humans understand it as a hypothetical form of matter
thought to account for approximately 85% of the matter in the universe.
We are here to tell you it is not so hypothetical and to provide a window of
opportunity for this species.

1.1 THE DARK METAVERSE OVERVIEW
A gamiﬁed ecosystem of cosmic gaming, virtual space, as well an open
tradeable marketplace of the universe’s most sought after artifacts (ERC-721).

1.2 MOTHERSHIP INCUBATOR AND GAMING IDO
LAUNCHPAD
Much like the Universe, the Dark Metaverse will continue to grow. We have
already received many requests from notable game developers to join the Dark
Metaverse as well as universal ideations to be incubated in the mothership.

1.3 VIRTUAL DARK MATTER SPACE ACQUISITIONS
The Truth will enlighten you and expand through unobserved areas in the
universe. With this, limited virtual territories will be available for purchase in the
Dark Metaverse. These territories will be in the form of ERC721 tokens but also
allow owners to fractionalize their territories (NFTs) to others.
In order to mint your own territory, you must own 3 rare genesis NFTs to create
a council, X Amount of GLX tokens and GAP tokens to create a territory
treasury.
These virtual territories are able to be parceled off via OTC or marketplace
auctions by fractionalization. THIS IS AN IRREVERSIBLE ACTION.
Here is the catch. Each gaming addition into the Dark Metaverse will be
dedicated to a certain virtual area of space. Projects that enter the
mothership’s deployment queue will go through a lottery system to determine
which location in space and time that it will live.
Owners of these spaces will own a percentage of the project based on how
large it is as well as compounded DAO voting rights within the Mothership.
Outright owners of these areas will not need to share with anyone outside of
the great leaders of the Mothership and the project itself.

1.4 P2E ARCHITECTURE + IN-GAME NFTS
In the initial days, users can grab an Origin class GLXep from the cosmos event
but the rate to mint an origin class decreases drastically over time. Later on
users who get interested in supporting the cause for GLXep purchases the
GLXep from the open market and are able to earn GAP tokens for attending to
daily quests. GAPs can be sold on an exchange to earn revenue or be fruitfully
utilized to help the GLXeps clan move forward by producing healthy offspring.
The healthy offspring could then be sold to the next participant in line
according to their ratings which would directly inﬂuence their capability to earn
a revenue through their daily quests.

In this way users who ﬁght for the right cause and help defeat the evil alien
race raking havoc gets rewarded, and at the same time acts as a launchpad for
hiring future users who would be willing to ﬁght alongside their fellow GLXeps,
forming a closed loop for value creation within the Dark Metaverse.

SUPER GALACTIC
Our complex NFT- and Tokenomics system will allow players to earn money
(P2E) while playing Super Galactic.
Super Galactic is an RPG/arcade action/ARG game that lets you battle and
breed digital super soldiers in GLX's ﬁrst revealed fourth dimension realm. This
is also the introduction to The Dark Metaverse's own ﬁnite in-game assets
(GLXeps).
It's a combination of an auto battler decentralized game, NFT collection, built
on Ethereum network and integrated with a scalable full-stack solution.
Players get access to almost zero gas fees for the minting and can exchange
for assets and sub-second transaction time with all user-maintained custody.
Each GLXeps is a playable NFT endowed with a uniquely generated power
force known as Spirit Force. These NFTs are destined warriors who have landed
in a scavenged world endowed with an alien race that destroys the world's
peace and tranquility, The Dark Metaverse realm.
To play Super Galactic, you need a playable character. These are the NFTs
called GLXeps.
Players can get an Origin class GLXep from the Cosmos event in the early days,
but the rate of minting an origin class falls dramatically with time. To mint
these, you need Plasma Points (Stake $GLX, earn Plasma Points).
Users interested in supporting the cause of GLXep can later acquire the GLXep
on the open market and earn GAP tokens by completing daily missions.

GAPs can be used to assist the GLXeps clan's progress by having healthy
children. The healthy children may then be sold to the next person in line based
on their ratings, directly impacting their capacity to earn money from daily
missions.
Users who ﬁght for the right cause and help destroy the wicked alien species
wreaking havoc are rewarded in this fashion. It also serves as a launchpad for
future users eager to battle with their fellow GLXeps, establishing a closedloop for value generation inside the GLXep clan.

SPACE MAP
LAUNCH PHASE (BQ4)
Deploy Contract
Audit (Hacken)
Website Launch
CMC and Gecko List

GROWTH PHASE (Q4)
LitePaper Release
Cosmos Event
Farming
NFT Minting
Marketplace Unveil
WP Release
Reveal Partnerships
Super Galactic
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
PVE Co-op
PVP
Dark MetaVerse
First Territories available for mint
Mothership Opening
First Gaming IDO

GROWTH PHASE (Q4)
Continued Super Galactic Development
Continued Dark Metaverse Integration And Development
New Blockchain Game
Gaming IDO’s

MATURITY PHASE (Q3 2022)

-------------

END GAME (Q1 2023)

---------

GLX TOKEN OFFICIAL LINKS
• GLX Token Website
• Telegram (Group)
• Twitter

